INNOVATION PERFORMANCE DESIGN

AN EVOLUTION OF INNOVATION
For more than 100 years, since our humble beginnings as Huebsch Manufacturing Co., Huebsch® has been at the
forefront of the commercial laundry industry. Through our time as Huebsch Originators and our invention of the world’s
first open-ended tumble dryer, we’ve been dedicated to innovation — and that unwavering commitment continues today.
Backed by Alliance Laundry Systems, the global leader in commercial laundry equipment, we continue to engineer
equipment that’s designed for reliability and performance. Combining unparalleled efficiency with the industry’s most
advanced Galaxy™ controls, Huebsch helps you save — and make — more money than the competition.

DESIGNED FOR THE MODERN ENTREPRENUER
Whether you’re a seasoned investor or a new store owner, Huebsch can help define your goals and provide a clear vision
for a new era in commercial laundry. We’ll get you started with industry-leading services, such as in-house financing, site
selection and store layout, as well as support from our nationwide network of expert distributors. And now, we bring you
the next step in our laundry evolution: contemporary new control panel designs and features to modernize and
customize your laundromat. With truly distinctive ideas to make your store environment your own, you can enhance the
customer experience and differentiate your laundromat from competitors. We invite you to explore the possibilities.

Learn more about the Huebsch advantage at Huebsch.com/Invest.

CITYSCAPE

Clean lines, streamlined design and dramatic contrast come together in this modern expression. Refresh, enhance and expand
your space by selecting contemporary lighting that complements the chrome accents and vivid hints of color on our CITYSCAPE
control panels. Define your space as your own, and take charge of your revenue with innovative Huebsch® Galaxy™ 600 controls
that help you save and make more money.

See how Huebsch equipment fits into your cosmopolitan aesthetic at Huebsch.com/Vend.

CITYSCAPE

URBAN SOPHISTICATION
Express your personality, and give your laundromat a clean and contemporary look with a finishing touch of brilliant color. The CITYSCAPE control panel
makes for a chic addition to Huebsch® washer-extractors, tumble dryers and stacked tumble dryers with Galaxy™ 600 controls.

Learn more about Huebsch products at Huebsch.com/Vend.

CITYSCAPE

STUNNING WAYS TO SAVE MONEY
Captivating design comes with cutting-edge innovation and performance. Huebsch®
equipment delivers exclusive technologies like revenue-increasing Galaxy™ 600
controls, utility-saving eBoost™ technology and powerful 200 G-Force extraction.
When it comes to maximizing efficiency and reducing utility costs, no one is more
discriminating than Huebsch.
Discover more about cutting costs with Galaxy 600 controls at Huebsch.com/Galaxy.

CITRON

A witty mix of style and texture, plus a daring splash of color — this, to us, is true expression. It’s a look that allows you to capture
your own unique, contemporary character in memorable, invigorating ways. Be bold with CITRON control panels, and customize
your space with designs as creative as you. Then, be prepared to minimize your utility costs and maximize your revenue with
game-changing, performance-based features. With Huebsch®, you can add a burst of color — and create a surge in your cash flow.

Visit Huebsch.com/Vend, and revitalize your space with Huebsch.

CITRON

CONTEMPORARY EXPRESSION
Discover how a surprising hue can energize your laundromat and elevate the customer experience. Breathe new life into your space with the vibrant punch
of color on our CITRON control panel, available on Huebsch® washer-extractors, tumble dryers and stacked tumble dryers with Galaxy™ 600 controls.

Explore Huebsch commercial laundry equipment at Huebsch.com/Vend.

CITRON

STAND OUT WITH MAXIMUM REVENUE
Huebsch® equipment is engineered to increase efficiency, reduce utility costs and
improve revenue like no other. They feature revolutionary Galaxy™ 600 controls
along with industry-leading innovations — including cycle modifiers, time-of-day
pricing and 24 customizable cycle selections — to stimulate your profitability and
help you achieve your laundromat dreams.
For more ways to maximize revenue with Galaxy 600 controls, visit Huebsch.com/Galaxy.

SLATE

Nuanced neutrals and classic inspiration have come together in a design so dignified that it will make even the most refined
designers swoon. Halo door rings and polished chrome handles, in addition to SLATE control panels, bring quality and dimension
to your space. With this look, there’s no brand more welcoming or more comforting than Huebsch®. Imagine the ways you’ll make it
your own, and envision the unbelievable revenue-generating and money-saving possibilities you’ll gain with Galaxy™ 600 controls.

Visit Huebsch.com/Vend to add tasteful touches to your laundromat with Huebsch.

SLATE

THE NEW CLASSIC
Create an ambience of timeless luxury with the SLATE control panel. Standard on all Huebsch® washer-extractors, tumble dryers and stacked tumble dryers
the SLATE aesthetic is pure minimalism and complements any distinguished design.

Find more details about Huebsch equipment at Huebsch.com/Vend.

SLATE

EFFICIENCY THAT MAKES A STATEMENT
Form and function come together with Huebsch®. Designed with innovation and
efficiency in mind, Huebsch equipment offers advanced Galaxy™ 600 controls,
200 G-Force, eBoost™ technology and Water Guardian Leak Protection to deliver
uncompromising performance that will set your laundromat apart.

Visit Huebsch.com/Galaxy to see how you can optimize efficiency with Galaxy 600 controls.

HALO

HALO DOOR RINGS AND POLISHED CHROME HANDLES
Halo door rings and polished chrome handles bring you more ways to add sensory
elements to your laundromat. These modern accents are sleek and easy to keep
clean. And the new hard-loading handles are extremely durable. Like all of our
equipment parts, we test them against the highest standards to ensure they are
more reliable than any others.

A MODERN TAKE ON DURABILITY
New durable and dependable Galaxy™ 600 washer-extractors come equipped
with polished chrome handles. Halo door rings are available as an on-trend
upgrade to washer-extractors, tumble dryers and stacked tumble dryers. To
reinvigorate your space and elevate the look of existing Galaxy 600 equipment,
original door rings and handles on current equipment can be updated with the
sharp new chrome designs.

Visit Huebsch.com/Vend to learn more about the dependability of Huebsch machines.

GALAXY ™ 600 CONTROLS
Huebsch® equipment is not only designed for the savvy, modern-day investor, it’s also engineered to save and make you more money. CITYSCAPE,
CITRON and SLATE all come with industry-leading Galaxy™ 600 controls to bring you utility-reducing, revenue-increasing technologies. And with Galaxy
600 controls on both washer-extractors and tumble dryers, you can create a fully programmable store for ultimate vended laundry management. Quickly
and easily program and monitor all of your machines from a PC or laptop to take performance to unthinkable new heights. Intuitive controls as well as
convenient performance data and alerts give you total power over your laundromat. Exclusive eBoost™ technology uses 33 percent less water per cycle
and reduces non-wash water below the cylinder. Powerful 200 G-Force extraction removes more water from loads to reduce dry times. And patented
Water Guardian Leak Protection eliminates wasted water and resources by detecting leaks at both the drain and fill valves. It all adds up to the most
efficient equipment on the market — as well as the best looking.

The SLATE control panel comes standard on washer-extractors, tumble dryers and stacked
tumble dryers with Galaxy 600 controls. CITYSCAPE and CITRON are available upgrades.

Go to Huebsch.com/Galaxy to see more of the innovation that Galaxy controls deliver.
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